The Excerpta Constantiniana and the Byzantine Appropriation of the Past

The Excerpta project instigated by the Byzantine emperor Constantine VII turned the enormously rich experience offered by Greek historiography into a body of excerpts distributed across fifty-three distinct thematic collections. In this, the first sustained analysis, András Németh moves from viewing the Excerpta only as a collection of textual fragments to focusing on its dependence from and impact on the surrounding Byzantine culture in the tenth century. He introduces the concept of appropriation and also uses it to study some other key texts created under the Excerpta’s influence (De thematibus, De administrando imperio and De ceremoniis). Unlike world chronicles, the Excerpta ignored the chronological dimension of history and fostered the biographical turn in Byzantine historiography. By exploring theoretical questions, such as classification and retrieval of historical information and the relationship between knowledge and political power, this book provides powerful new ways for exploring the Excerpta in Byzantine studies and beyond.
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1.1 Family tree of the Macedonian dynasty in the tenth century, drawn by the author page 22

1.2 Constantine VII is portrayed as Abgar, King of Edessa, holding the *Mandylion* (the holy face of Christ impressed on a cloth). Detail from a Byzantine Panel from the mid-tenth century, depicting the Abgar legend, now conserved in Saint Catherine Monastery of Sinai (Egypt). Source: Getty Images: 142085006/De Agostini Picture Library

2.1 Reconstruction of a Byzantine sundial mechanism (c. 400–600 AD). The outer scale lists major geographical reference points starting from Constantinople. The gears and dials enable the user to synchronise time with the day of the week, with the months and with the moon cycles. Like this mechanism, the systematic articulation of the *Excerpta* reflects a circular concept of time and accommodates information retrieval to the actual reader’s reference point. Source: Getty Images: 90738296/Science and Society Picture Library

3.1 School at the time of Constantine VII, an environment where students and masters probably participated in the production of the *Excerpta*. Miniature from the Madrid Scylitzes (*Codex Matritensis gr. Vitr.*. 26–2, f. 134r). Source: Getty Images: 48677255/Heritage Images

6.1 Time concept: two clocks spiralling with vertigo effect. While widening the horizon of the past and creating distortions, the structure of the *Excerpta* highlights the cyclical movement of time that repeatedly produces similar events and helps in anticipating future ones. Source: Getty Images: 501203794/Maxiphoto
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7.1 Ambrosian Iliad (F 205 inf., Miniatures XX–XXI based on v. 765–81). The idea to depict two successive battles scenes in two consecutive miniatures resembles the *Excerpta*’s principle of dividing historical narratives (Constantinople, around 500 AD). Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana. Source: Getty Images: 113635587/Universal Images Group

8.1 *Turonensis* 980, f. 101r, displaying the visual hierarchy of the auxiliary texts: (1) the topic title *On Virtues and Vices* (περὶ ἀρετῆς καὶ κακίας) and the position number 5 (ε´) copied in epigraphic majuscule under a decorative band; (2) a reference to Diodorus of Sicily in the margin (ἐκ τῆς ἱστορίας Διοδώρου Σικελιτή); (3) a cross-reference to *On Political Affairs* (ἐχθεὶ ἐν τῷ περὶ πολιτικῶν διοικήσεως); and (4) an index word ‘virtue’ (ἀρετή). Tours, Municipal Library
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A Note on Text

For the sake of consistency and smooth reading, in this volume I use Latin spelling or the established English equivalent for Greek proper names. The respective spelling norms applied to the Greek names of classical and Byzantine periods would turn half of the proper names of my book into a spelling different from the other half. Only Greek names of the Byzantine provinces are transliterated to be distinguished from homonym geographical names bearing different established meanings. In the tenth century, for example, Sikelia Theme meant part of Calabria and did not include Sicily. I hope the reduced number of transliterated Greek texts will make my work more accessible to non-Byzantinists while my curious readers will profit from the passages and the key words cited in Greek next to their English translations.
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